
Trusted evidence.
Informed decisions.
Better health.

How to approach writing 
a background section



How would you describe your attitude 
to background sections?
Not enough people read them to make me want to invest energy 
in them

A necessary evil

Quite like putting them together   

Can’t get enough of them



Session overview
What a good background section does

What you need to do write one 

How to take ideas you develop forward into the review



A good background section
Describes current state of knowledge  

Explains rationale for question (how & why) 

Sets up design choices 

Backs these up with 
current references



It’s not just ‘background’
Expressing contextual knowledge helps establish scope 

Like any other piece of research, SRs need solid justification

Investing effort here helps users to understand/contest your 
approach better 



Writing it 
Define most important aspects of condition & intervention 



Description of condition 

Description of intervention

Population, diagnosis, 
prognosis/prevalence/impact of condition

Principal characteristics (class of medicine, 
components of complex Rx), place with 
other current approaches – e.g. new, 
established or variation on current standard 
of care? 

See: https://training.cochrane.org/handbook/current/chapter-
iii#section-iii-3-3











Writing it 
Define most important aspects of condition & intervention

Explain how intervention thought to change outcome 

Justify a systematic review



How intervention might work 

Why it’s important to do the review

Mechanism of action; logic model 

See: https://training.cochrane.org/handbook/current/chapter-iii#section-iii-3-3

Uncertainties, priority setting 
disagreement/conflicting 
approaches, debate, controversy





Gap in existing 
reviews 

Value of question to 
stakeholders



Writing it
Link title to condition & intervention

Explain how intervention thought to change outcome 

Justify a systematic review

Make it easier to write rest of protocol 



Methods
Population/comparisons of interest become basis for deciding 
on study eligibility, useful to add in exclusions



Useful specification added in relating to definition of target population and intended 
intervention already outlined in Background



Methods
Population/comparisons of interest become basis for deciding 
on study eligibility, useful to add in exclusions

Outcomes follow on from mechanism of action, but more 
definition needed 





Methods
Population/comparisons of interest become basis for deciding 
on study eligibility, useful to add in exclusions

Outcomes should build on mechanism of action, but specify 
more (timepoint, definition)

Decisions around analysis can be informed by uncertainties 
written into background e.g. subgroups 





Some last thoughts 
Assume short attention spans:

• Shorten gap between title, background & methods

• Don’t just acknowledge points of contention, find ways to 
address them in the review

• Be concise & reference wisely



Even more last thoughts
Re-read Background before submitting review – definitions still 
fresh? 

Re-read Background before updating review – anything still 
fresh? 



Thank you 
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